
Practice Management

Amazing Charts

Expect Amazing Results

Talk to us about your Practice Management needs. 
Contact us: 866-382-5932 or visit www.amazingcharts.com

Designed for independent practices, ACPM enables you to 
achieve greater efficiency by streamlining daily operations. 
 

- Key Benefits -
We are continually investing in 
ACPM to help you be as efficient as 
possible in providing best-in-class care 
to your patients. 
 
ACPM will prepare your office with the 
following tools: 
>>Create customizable electronic 
billing capture forms with code groups 
embedded to assist providers with 
coding. 
 
>>Intelligent technology provides 
interactive role-based dashboards that 
automatically prioritizes work lists for 
all areas of your office. 
 
Empower Your Patients - 
Communication with your patients is 
important. ACPM  appointment 
outreach maximizes efficiency by 
enabling patients: 
 
>>Pay outstanding balances directly 
with Quick Pay. 
 
>>Confirm or cancel their appointment 
via phone, email or text without tying 
up your office staff or phone lines.* 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*optional (fees incurred)

Productivity through Simplicity 
 

 
Time: We help you transition from your old system and 
offer training to speed up the implementation process 
Simplicity: Cloud-only solution that connects via web 
browsers on any computer, available anywhere, anytime 
Value: Multiple feature-rich upgrades and always current 
content included with low subscription pricing and 
minimal commitment

Electronic claims submissions to more than 1,000 
national insurance plans 
Claim status technology that automatically checks 
claims status for up to 20 percent improvement in 
reimbursements 
An online code lookup software embedded directly 
within the claims screen that ensures coding accuracy 
Dashboards that communicate complex information 
quickly by translating information into visually rich 
presentations 
Web-based technology that does not require additional 
IT, software, hardware, or complex networks
With the ability to easily view unpaid claims,  ensures 
that they are worked promptly, and issues are resolved 
before they can become problems 



We offer a range of solutions for any practice 
regardless of size, specialty or budget. Our product 

line-up includes all the tools you will need to run your 
practice efficiently and effectively. We offer a low cost 

- easy to use basic option as well as multifaceted
systems to manage all the components of your office 

structure. 
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